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Fan favorites SHARKNADO, VAN HELSING, WYNONNA EARP, 
Z NATION and DARK MATTER – and upcoming new series 
GHOST WARS, will also be holding special events during SDCC 
this year. For music lovers, the Syfy drumline will march through 
San Diego’s Gaslamp district as they play their rendition of 
popular sci-fi music. 
 



SYFY’s upcoming Superman prequel series KRYPTON and the 
graphic novel adaptation HAPPY! is headed to SDCC as well. 
But panels are just the tip of the iceberg. A dramatically different 
take on the far campier Battlestar Galactica of the 70s, it proved 
to be the network’s first major hit in original, scripted 
programming and set the stage for many trends in pop culture, 
like serialization, fan theories and serious reboots of silly shows 
and movies. 
 
The network is also planning trivia trolleys with prizes, fan 
parties, a Syfy drumline playing all your favorite themes, fan 
weddings officiated by Orlando Jones and cosplay fix kits out to 
lend a hand on the showroom floor. 
 
SYFY and Universal Cable Productions will also be screening an 
all-new episode of the grindhouse series BLOOD DRIVE and the 
premiere episode of “NO-END HOUSE”, the next installment in 
SYFY’s hit horror anthology CHANNEL ZERO. 
SYFY is celebrating its 25th anniversary this year, and released 
a new logo to go along with the celebration. 
 
For fans outside of the Convention Center, Syfy is running Trivia 
Trolleys, which will offer opportunities to win money and other 
prizes on the streets of San Diego. Comedian John Hodgman is 
also moderating the “SYFY Hosts the Great Debate” panel, 
which will feature sci-fi luminaries debating some of the greatest 
genre questions, including that of the best Star Trek captain. 
Cosplay fix carts and a sci-fi themed drumline will also be hitting 
the streets to assist and entertain. 
 
The weekend will also be home to a few parties, including Levi’s 
invitation-only Friday night bash and SYFY’s fan parties on both 
Thursday and Saturday at the Children’s Museum. 
Even if you’re not able to attend San Diego Comic-Con, much of 
the above fun will be featured on SYFY’s three-night live 



television event, SYFY Live from Comic-Con, hosted by Zachary 
Levi. And to top it all off, actor Orlando Jones will be making 
some fans’ dreams come true as he presides over nuptials 
taking place at the convention.	


